
Better searches.
Better results.

Here are some nifty modifiers to type in your Google search

box to refine your searches and get the best results.
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O 
Exact Phnse

What it does: searches for an exact phrase

ItUhat to type: "one small step for man"

What you'll get: results that include the
exact phrase "one small step for man"

A Erctuded wordsT'
..sr**,

What it does: excludes search results with
a particular word or phrase

What to type: bass -fishing

What you'll get: results about bass that are

not related to fishing

C 
sirnilarwords

.c,r{'r.

What it does: searches for webpages that
include either word

What to Vpe: vacation London OR Paris

What you'll gEt: results with the word

"vacation" and either "London" or "Paris"

C 
NumericatRanges

,rr*""

What it does: searches for a range of numbers

What to type: Willie Mays 1950...i96O

What you'll get: results about Willie Mays

during this time period

What it does: searches for a word and all What it does: searches for webpages that

its synonyms link to a particular website

what to type: -mobile phone what to type link:wwwumich.edu

What you'll get: results with the word "phone," What you'll get: websites that link to the

as *eil as ,,cell," ,,cellular," "wireless," etc. University of Michigan website

@ 
Muttiple l{brds

@ 
Find Meanings

-. "{@t.qi$!tt

What it does: defines a word or phrase

What to type: define:plethora

What you'll get: links to definitions of the
word "plethora"

q sitespeoific

,,..*rya&L

What it does: searches only particular websites

What to type: global warming site:edu

What you'll get references to global warming

found on .edu websites

@ LinkedPages

.-rti**et;

C MathAnswerc

, 'iiis.t*i.tss',

What it doesr basic calculator functions

what to type: 4+7, 30% of 55, 20^2, sqrt(4), etc.

What you'll get: the answer

@ convercions

-.{ttw}*

What it does: converts units of measure

tUhat to type: cm in foot, 28C in F, $ in pound, days in

fortnight, miles in league, mph in speed of light, etc.

What you'll get: the converted answer
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Anatomy of a Search.
How does Google help you find what you're looking for? To give you the best search results,

Google maintains an index of the billions of pages of content on the web. Here's what happens

in that fraction of a second after you type a few words into the Google search box:

Search the inde* When you click the
Google Search button, Google races

through its billions of web pages to find
every page that contains the word or
phrase or group of words you've used.

Analyze the web pages for relevance:
Google screens web pages in the index

to see which ones are most likely to have

what you're looking for, based on such
factors as the number of times the words
you searched for appear on a particular
page, whether they are in the title, and

- if you entered multiple words - how

close together they appear.

Ernluate the site's reputation: Google

looks at how often other websites link to
these pages to determine how popular

or useful each one is,

Rank the web pages: Having scrutinized
the web pages in terms of their relevance

to your search words, Google presents your

results, with what we believe are the most

useful pages at the top.
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